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35 years ago, EVS Sports began with an idea that would revolutionize 
protection in the sport of motorcycling. Ever since the first motocross 
specific knee brace all those years ago, EVS has evolved and 
transformed into becoming the leader in innovation and technology 
in the protection industry; EVS now offers a full line of knee braces, 
helmets, neck braces, roost deflectors and a host of other protective 
gear products made for almost any activity imaginable.

Whether your passion is motocross, street riding, hitting the trails or 
if you just love twisting the throttle, EVS has been happy to protect 
all of you while you do what you love and will continue to do so for 
years to come.  Dirt, snow or asphalt, the EVS team has the same love 
affair with powersports you’ve grown up with and we’ve spent our 
lives making sure you’re protected and prepared for any obstacle that 
comes your way #WeAreProtection



KNEE BRACES

DON’T CUT
YOUR RIDE
SHORT
Family, freedom, speed - there are a lot of reasons to 
ride. Don’t let busted up knees be a reason not to. EVS 
Sports has been keeping riders on their bikes since 1985 
and we don’t intend to roll off the throttle anytime soon.

Ben Lamay | Southwick National | Web Pro, Fusion Socks, TUG
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  Twin Wall Carbon Fiber Frame - The Web Pro consists of 
a composite material fully encased in a thick shell of carbon 
fiber designed to be strong enough to endure significant 
amounts of force and torsion. 

  Stretch Fit Strap - Stretch Fit technology is an elastic material 
that expands and compresses providing a comfortable and 
secure fit. 

  Dual Defense Knee Cups - Two interactive knee cups slide 
with your knee’s flexion and extension to provide full coverage 
knee protection. 

  Dual Alloy Tru-Motion 3.0 Hinge - The Tru-Motion hinge 
mimics knee movement giving the rider a more natural stance. 
To endure significant amounts of force the hinge is attached 
using a two-layer composite of carbon fiber and aluminum. 
 

WEB PRO Twin Wall Carbon 
Fiber Frame

Dual Defense
Knee Cups

Hyperextension
Lockout 30

Comfort Cuff Tru-Motion 3.0
Hinge

Shark Skin
Liner

  Hyperextension Lockout 30 - A hinge component designed 
to prevent hyperextension, the most common knee injury in 
action sports. To accommodate a variety of knees and riding 
styles, you’re able to adjust the hyperextension lockout from 
zero to thirty degrees. 

  Comfort Cuff - This neoprene compression cuff is designed to 
wrap around your calf to limit knee brace migration. 

  5 Point Strap - A five-point strapping system is used to secure 
the knee brace firmly to your leg. Each strap is strategically 
placed and designed to function independently from each 
other. 

  Shark Skin Liner - This antimicrobial liner provides a soft 
cushion support and textured surface to limit knee brace 
migration. 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

The Web Pro Knee Brace was designed to be smaller, lighter and stronger than the original Web Knee Brace. Our patented Tru-Motion 
Hinges anatomically mimic the natural motion of the human knee for increased comfort and connectivity to your bike.

AXIS PRO
  Aluminum Carbon Fusion Frame - An aluminum lower frame 
fuses to a carbon fiber upper cuff, allowing for a lightweight 
and incredibly strong knee brace. 

  Stretch Fit Strap - Stretch Fit technology is an elastic 
material that expands and compresses providing a 
comfortable and secure fit. 

  Dual Defense Knee Cups - Two interactive knee cups slide 
with your knees flexion and extension to provide full coverage 
knee protection. 

  Hyperextension Lockout 30 - A hinge component designed 
to prevent hyperextension, the most common knee injury in 
action sports. To accommodate a variety of knees and riding 
styles, you’re able to adjust the hyperextension lockout from 
zero to thirty degrees. 
 

  Comfort Cuff - This neoprene compression cuff is designed to 
wrap around your calf to limit knee brace migration. 

  5 Point Strap - A five-point strapping system is used to 
secure the knee brace firmly to your leg. Each strap is 
strategically placed and designed to function independently 
from each other. 

  Shark Skin Liner - This antimicrobial liner provides a soft 
cushion support and textured surface to limit knee brace 
migration. 

  Tru-Motion 2.0 Hinge - The hinge mimics knee movement 
giving the rider a more natural stance. 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

The Axis Pro Knee Brace features a combination of aluminum and carbon fiber in its frame construction. The aluminum hinge design 
allows for a low-profile structure resulting in a comfortable, fluid, lightweight and rigid brace.

Dual Defense
Knee Cups

Hyperextension
Lockout 30

Comfort Cuff Tru-Motion 2.0
Hinge

Shark Skin
Liner

Knee Braces
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The SX02 offers compression and support in a soft, form fitting pull-on brace. Fully adjustable bilateral polycentric hinges offer strength 
and limit hyperextension.

  Form Fit Frame - Built from our proprietary Polyfusion 
composite, the Form Fit Frame provides a rigid base without 
limiting flexion. The Form Fit Frame bends to the contours of 
the rider’s thigh, allowing for a comfortable fit with  
dependable strength.  

  Stretch Fit Strap - Stretch Fit technology is an elastic material 
that expands and compresses providing a comfortable and 
secure fit. 

  Dual Defense Knee Cups - Two interactive knee cups slide 
with your knees flexion and extension to provide full coverage 
knee protection. 

  Hyperextension Lockout 30 - A hinge component designed 
to prevent hyperextension, the most common knee injury in 
action sports. To accommodate a variety of knees and riding 
styles, you’re able to adjust the hyperextension lockout from 
zero to thirty degrees.

AXIS SPORT

RS9 Dual Defense
Knee Cups

Hyperextension
Lockout 30

Form Fit Frame Tru-Motion 2.0
Hinge

Click Tech 
Buckle

Dual Defense
Knee Cups

Hyperextension
Lockout 30

Comfort Cuff Shark Skin
Liner

  Comfort Cuff - This neoprene compression cuff is designed to 
wrap around your calf to limit knee brace migration. 

  5 Point Strap - A five-point strapping system is used to secure 
the knee brace firmly to your leg. Each strap is strategically 
placed and designed to function independently from  
each other. 

  Shark Skin Liner - This antimicrobial liner provides a soft 
cushion support and textured surface to limit knee brace 
migration. 

  Tru-Motion 2.0 Hinge - The hinge mimics knee movement 
giving the rider a more natural stance. 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

The Axis Sport utilizes lightweight nylon injected upper and lower cuffs providing optimal comfort and flexibility. The Axis Sport is a 
favorite among both professional and recreational riders.

  Click Tech Buckle - The Click Tech Buckle utilizes a quick 
release attachment system allowing for an easy gear up and 
gear down. 

  Dual Defense Knee Cups - Two interactive knee cups slide 
with your knees flexion and extension to provide full coverage 
knee protection. 

  Hyperextension Lockout 30 - A hinge component designed 
to prevent hyperextension, the most common knee injury in 
action sports. To accommodate a variety of knees and riding 
styles, you’re able to adjust the hyperextension lockout from 
zero to thirty degrees. 

  Tru-Motion 2.0 Hinge - The hinge mimics knee movement 
giving the rider a more natural stance. 
 
 

  Form Fit Frame - Built from our proprietary Polyfusion 
composite, the Form Fit Frame provides a rigid base without 
limiting flexion. The Form Fit Frame bends to the contours of 
the rider’s thigh, allowing for a comfortable fit with dependable 
strength.  

  Flow Vents - Exterior venting provides additional air 
circulation for added comfort. 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

The RS9 offers comfort and protection. The knee brace is constructed with a lightweight, impact resistant, injection molded shell. 
Venting provides increased airflow for added comfort.

Tru-Motion 2.0
Hinge

  Airprene Construction - Designed as orthopedic support for 
athletes to aid in performance or rehab.  

  PolyCentric Hinge - The PolyCentric hinge features 
strategically designed pivot points to provide a more accurate 
approximation of knee movement, providing the rider with a 
more natural feel while riding. 

  Single Hyperextension Lockout - This is a component in the 
hinge designed to prevent hyperextension, the most common 
knee injury in action sports. 

  Removable Knee Cups - Impact armor cups are removable 
and provide dual usage in performance riding and recovery. 

SX01

SX02

  Moisture Wicking Bio Foam Liner - This antimicrobial liner 
provides soft cushion-like support. 

  Dual Nylon Strap System - The SX01 uses a two-point nylon 
strapping system to secure the knee brace firmly to your leg. 
Each strap is strategically placed and designed to function 
independently from each other. 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL 

  Sold individually

The SX01 offers compression and support in a soft, form fitting pull-on brace. Bilateral polycentric hinges offer strength and prevent 
hyperextension.

  PolyCentric Hinge - The PolyCentric hinge features 
strategically designed pivot points to provide a more accurate 
approximation of knee movement, providing the rider with a 
more natural feel while riding. 

  Airprene Construction - Designed as orthopedic support for 
athletes to aid in performance or rehab.  

  Removable Knee Cups - Impact armor cups are removable 
and provide dual usage in performance riding and recovery. 

  Moisture Wicking Bio Foam Liner - This antimicrobial liner 
provides soft cushion-like support. 

3 Point Nylon Strap - The SX02 uses a three-point nylon 
strapping system to secure the knee brace firmly to your leg. 
Each strap is strategically placed and designed to function 
independently from each other. 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL 

  Sold individually

Knee Braces

2019

2019

2019

2019
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KNEE & ELBOW PROTECTION

THERE WHEN 
YOU NEED 
THEM

I literally won’t get on a bike if i don’t have these EVS 
knee pads. They are perfect for bmx, mx, fmx, rzr 
driving, big wheeling and 3-wheeling. If you LIKE your 
knees, you need these pads. - Travis Pastrana
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Designed specifically for Travis Pastrana, the TP199 Knee Pad is for those 
looking for knee support and stability without wearing a true knee brace. 
They are perfect for both track and off-road riders.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow unimpeded while still 
providing protection from abrasion and sunlight. 

  RMF - Reactive Memory Foam is soft and pliable in its natural state but 
hardens when force is applied to it, providing a protective barrier. 

  Polyflex Shin Guard - A form fitting polymer material provides added 
protection to the shins. 

  KS199 Knee Sleeve - An inner sleeve provides the knee additional 
support and stability.

TP199

Reactive 
Memory Foam

Air Mesh

The TP199 Lite features a shorter overall profile than the TP199, making it 
ideal for MX, Off-Road, BMX and MTB usage. The molded bio-foam upper 
offers increased impact protection while the inner circular comfort gel 
knee donut limits migration. The fully breathable mesh backing provides 
temperature control for a cool ride. 

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow unimpeded while still 
providing protection from abrasion and sunlight. 

  RMF - Reactive Memory Foam is soft and pliable in its natural state but 
hardens when force is applied to it, providing a protective barrier. 

  Trac Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are strategically placed in key 
positions to help hold the Knee Pad in place, limiting uncomfortable pad 
migration. 

TP199 LITE

Trac Grip Polyflex
Shin Guard

Reactive 
Memory Foam

Air Mesh Trac Grip

Knee & Elbow

  Trac Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are strategically placed 
in key positions to help hold the Knee Pad in place, limiting 
uncomfortable pad migration.   

  Rhyno Skin - Made from durable performance stretch fabric. 
Ultra-high abrasion resistant designed to withstand consistent 
impacts 

  Molded bio-foam upper for increased impact protection 

  Sold in pairs 

  Sizes: S/M, L/XL

  Molded bio-foam upper for increased impact protection. 

  Sold in pairs 

  Sizes: S/M, L/XL
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Impact Shield Trac GripFlyte Liner

Impact Shield

The Option Air provides ultra-lightweight protection with maximum airflow to combat excess heat.

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection against debris and collisions.
  Flyte Liner - A grid of impact dampening pads lifts the protective gear off the skin, allowing for increased air flow.
  Trac Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are strategically placed in key positions to help hold the Elbow Pad in place, limiting 
uncomfortable pad migration.  

  Size: Adult
  Sold in pairs

OPTION AIR

The Option Air provides ultra-lightweight protection with maximum airflow to combat excess heat. 

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection against debris and collisions.
  Flyte Liner - A grid of impact dampening pads lifts the protective gear off the skin, allowing for increased air flow.
  Trac Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are strategically placed in key positions to help hold the Elbow Pad in place, limiting 
uncomfortable pad migration.  

  Size: Adult
  Sold in pairs

OPTION AIR

Trac Grip

KNEE PAD

ELBOW PAD

Flyte Liner

The best-selling and cost conscientious knee pad of choice.
  Hard molded polypropylene shell
  Perforated bio-foam liner for increased breathability
  Full knee to shin coverage
  Reinforced TPR hinge system
  Asymmetric design provides anatomical fit for left and right leg
  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: Adult

OPTION

Proven elbow protection at a great price point.
  Hard molded polypropylene shell
  Perforated bio-foam liner for increased breathability
  Tri-Y forearm strapping system provides increased support and reduces migration
  Extended forearm protection pad
  Asymmetric design provides anatomical fit for left & right arms
  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: Adult

OPTION

KNEEPAD

ELBOW PAD

 Hi-Viz White

 Hi-Viz White

Knee & Elbow
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The Epic Knee Pad uses design elements from our high-end knee brace technology, offering complete shin and patella 
coverage. The Epic Knee Pad is a hybrid between a knee brace and the traditional knee pad.

  Form Fit Frame - Built from our proprietary Polyfusion composite, the Form Fit Frame provides a rigid base without limiting 
flexion. The Form Fit Frame bends to the contours of the rider’s thigh, allowing for a comfortable fit with dependable strength. 

  Floating patella system for full coverage protection
  Asymmetrical Form Fit chassis & full flex hinge system
  Plush, contour, molded bio-foam liner
  Quick release positive locking buckles
  Fully adjustable dry-suede straps
  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL

EPIC

The Epic Elbow Pad offers breathable elbow and forearm protection in a lightweight pad.

  Flex enhances comfort and protection between forearm and elbow
  Active compression sleeve reduces arm pump
  Silicone grip cuff reduces migration
  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL

EPIC

KNEEPAD

ELBOW PAD

  Semi-flexible outside shell sits on a  
flexible membrane

  Comprised of TPR impact pad & molded bio-foam 
  TPR migration limiters keep the shell where you 
need it during impact

  Perforated soft airprene inner layer for  
maximum ventilation

  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: S, M, L

GLIDER LITE

  High-impact polyethylene elbow cup sits on a 
flexible membrane

  Soft neoprene interior liner
  TPR migration limiters keep the cup where you 
need it during impacts

  Perforated soft neoprene inner layer for 
maximum ventilation

  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: S, M, L

GLIDER

  High-impact polyethylene knee cup sits on a 
flexible membrane

  Soft neoprene interior liner
  TPR migration limiters keep the cup where you 
need it during impacts

  Perforated soft neoprene inner layer offers 
maximum ventilation

  Sold in pairs
  Sold in Sizes: S, M, L

GLIDER

  Semi-flexible outside shell sits on a  
flexible membrane

  Comprised of TPR impact pad & molded bio-foam 
  TPR migration limiters keep the shell where you 
need it during impact

  Perforated soft airprene inner layer for maximum 
ventilation

  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: S, M, L

GLIDER LITE

KNEE PAD

ELBOW PADELBOW PAD

KNEE PAD

Knee & Elbow



HELMETS

 FIND YOUR
 ADVENTURE
Adventure waits for no one. With the T5 helmet, 
you’ll never be left behind. It’s Dual-density EPS 
impact liner, race collar integrated compression 
gasket and Max Flow intake/exhaust ventilation 
system keeps the thrills a kick-start away.
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  Dual density EPS impact liner provides superior impact force dissipation
  Compression gasket integrates with race collar/neck brace
  Proprietary engineered polycarbonate impact shell
  Max Flow air intake/exhaust system provides increased ventilation and comfort
  Removable, washable, moisture wicking, anti-microbial liner
  Eject system compatible
  Lightweight protection at 1350 grams
  DOT and ECE certified
  Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

T5 HELMET

DOT & ECE
C E RT I F I E D

HELMET REMOVAL SYSTEM
compatible

EJECT SYSTEM COMPATIBLE
Eject® is a small air bladder that fits easily into our Eject® 
compatible T5 Helmet. It’s specially designed for first 
responder units to remove a helmet when neck and spine 
injuries are suspected. 

Our T5 Helmets exceed the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard (FMVSS) 218 as well as Economic Commission 
for Europe safety standard ECE 22.05

Pinner | Blue Pinner | Matte Black Pinner | Orange Pinner | Red

Pinner | Hi-Viz

SOLID

White Matte Black

GRAPPLER

Matte Tiff Blue Grey Matte Blue
Black

COSMIC

Matte Tiff Blue Dark Blue Copper Black

Helmets
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  Cross Strap - An elastic cross body strapping 
system holds the Race Collar securely in place.

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer 
provides superior protection against debris and 
collisions.

  A Hi-tensile dual-density polyurethane core 
disperses impact energy

  Bio-foam liner provides extra comfort and impact 
absorption

  Lightweight and form fitting
  Rapid lock closure system for easy front entry
  Adjustable rear strut for a customized fit
  Weight: 635 grams
  Sizes:  Adult

R4
  Easily connects directly to most chest protectors
  Polyurethane core and ballistic nylon outer shell
  Easy front entry system
  Removable / washable liner
  Sizes: Adult

R3

  Polyurethane core and ballistic nylon outer shell
  Low profile design
  Easy front entry system
  Removable / washable liner
  Sizes: Adult

R2
  Contains: Option Elbow Pads, Option Knee/Shin 
Pads, R2 Race Collar

  Sizes: Adult

SLAM COMBO

Race Collars

RACE COLLARS

DON’T RISK
YOUR NECK

You wouldn’t get on a bike without a helmet - the same should be said 
about a Race Collar. It’s no secret that riding can be dangerous and 
your neck is vulnerable - be smart, wear protection.
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ROOST DEFLECTORS

Henry Miller | Washougal National | Revo 4, Axis Pro, Fusion Socks

BREAK THROUGH 
THE ROOST
It isn’t rocket science - when you feel safe, you ride fast. 
The Revo 5 is built to be low profile, breathable, and fit 
comfortably so you can ride as fast as possible.
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  Flow Vents  - Exterior venting provides additional air circulation.
  Modularity - A modular design allows for different configurations depending on the 
user’s preferences.

  Pivot System - The two-piece chest plate articulates with the rider’s lateral lean to 
provide enhanced fluid movement and a comfortable, snug fit.

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection against 
debris and collisions.

  Flyte Liner - A grid of impact dampening pads lifts the protective gear off the skin, 
allowing for increased air flow.

  Lightweight, ventilated, high-impact polypropylene construction.
  Fully adjustable design to comfortably fit a wide range of riders. 
  Wrap-around body and rib coverage. 
  Meets CE 1402-1 standards for roost deflection. 
  Meets CE 1621-1 standards for back impact protection. 
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

F2

Flow Vents Impact ShieldModularity
CE - 1621-1
CE - 1402-1Flyte LinerPivot System

Black Back White

Roost Deflectors
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  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection against debris 
and collisions.

  Modularity - A modular design allows for different configurations depending on the 
user’s preferences.

  Designed to be worn above or under the jersey.
  Click-Tec front closure system ensures adjustability and secure fit
  Plush bio-foam liner
  Size: S/M, L/XL

F1

Impact Shield Modularity

Black

Back White

  Flow Vents  -The grid style air vents provide additional air circulation to help 
regulate your core temperature.

  Modularity - The modular design allows for a variety of configurations with 
removable shoulder and back guards to fit your preferences.

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions.

  Interior Padding - Molded cross-link bio-foam interior serves as a shock 
absorbing barrier.

  Back Plate - Three panel back plate articulates with your body’s movement.
  Fitting - Fully adjustable fit to provide protection for riders of all sizes.
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL

REV0 5

Flow Vents Impact ShieldModularity

Black

Back
White

Roost Deflectors
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  Lightweight, durable polycarbonate construction
  Ventilated design for maximum breathability
  Low profile, lightweight design
  Full chest and spine coverage 
  Adjustable front and back panels
  Neck brace compatible
  Sizes: S, M, L

VEX

Black

Back

White Clear

  Flow Vents - Exterior venting provides superior air circulation.
  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions.

  Interior Padding - Molded cross-link bio-foam interior serves as a shock 
absorbing barrier.

  Fitting - Fully adjustable fit to provide protection for riders of all sizes.
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL

REVO 4

Flow Vents Impact Shield

Black

Back White

Roost Deflectors
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BALLISTIC JERSEY

DON’T LET
THE TERRAIN
STOP YOU

Nothing has more unexpected hazards than trail riding. That’s why 
the G7 Ballistic Jersey comes with full back protection, vented chest 
protection, a built in kidney belt, shoulder pads, elbow pads, and 
breathable mesh construction to ensure that you’re equipped to handle 
anything nature throws at you.

  Flow Vents - Exterior vents provide additional air circulation to help regulate 
your core temperature. 

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions. 

  Kidney Belt - Provides lower back support and added stability.
  Enhanced back protection - CE back certified to EN 1621-2 Level 1
  Updated chest protection - CE chest certified to EN 1402-1
  S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXL

G7

Flow Vents Kidney Belt

  Flow Vents - Exterior vents provide additional air circulation to help regulate 
your core temperature. 

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions. 

  Kidney Belt - Provides lower back support and added stability.
  Enhanced back protection - CE back certified to EN 1621-2 Level 1
  Updated chest protection - CE chest certified to EN 1402-1
  S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXL

G7 LITE

Impact Shield Flow Vents Kidney Belt Impact Shield
CE - 1621-2
CE - 1402-1

CE - 1621-2
CE - 1402-1

Ballistic Jerseys
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  Flow Vents - Exterior venting provides superior air circulation.
  Impact Shield - high-impact tested polymer provides superior protection against 
debris and collisions.

  Removable Sleeves (Adult sizes only) - On-the-fly removable sleeves provide 
versatility in varying climates.

  Kidney Belt (Adult sizes only) - Provides lower back support and added stability.
  Side-zip design allows for full roost protection
  Hard plastic chest, back, arm and shoulder protection
  Full torso and elbow protection
  Full articulating spine protection that moves with you
  Lightweight ballistic fabric with mesh stretch panels provide superior fit
  S, M, L, XL, XXL

COMP SUIT

Flow Vents Kidney Belt Impact ShieldRemoveable 
Sleeves

Ballistic Jerseys

  RMF - Reactive Memory Foam is soft and pliable in its natural state but hardens when force is 
applied to it, providing a protective barrier.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Compression Fit - Removable shoulder, back and elbow guards
  Chest meets CE 1621-3 standards
  Back meets CE 1621-1 Level 1 protection
  Integrated stretch panels for increased mobility
  Silicone print on back tail to prevent un-tucking
  S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

BALLISTIC PRO

Reactive 
Memory Foam

Air Mesh
CE - 1621-1
CE - 1621-3
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  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user. 

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow unimpeded, while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sun light 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding 

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as a Roost Guard, from rubbing against your skin 
and causing discomfort 

  RMF - Reactive Memory Foam is soft and pliable in its natural state but hardens when force is 
applied to it, providing a protective barrier 

  Impact Pads - Strategically placed Impact Pads add an extra layer of protection in key areas 

  Meets CE 14021 Standards 

  S, M, L, XL, XXL

IMPACT VEST

Anti-Caffe LayerMoisture Wicking4-Way Stretch Impact Pads Reactive 
Memory Foam

TUG

TUG
Performance undergear is fundamental in the world of sports and Moto 
is no different. TUG Impact gear is designed specifically for riders and 
features strategically placed venting, silicone grips, and padding to 
ensure the most comfortable ride possible. PROTECTION

STARTS
HERE

RJ Hampshire | Budds Creek National | TUG, Fusion Socks

TECHNICAL UNDERGEAR
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  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed 
to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as a 
Knee Brace, from rubbing against your skin and 
causing discomfort

  Impact Pads - Strategically placed Impact Pads 
add an extra layer of protection in key areas.

  Soft elastic waistband
  Minimum seams to reduce pressure points
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

IMPACT SHORT

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch 
in all four directions, providing improved 
comfort for the user.

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed 
to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as 
a Knee Brace, from rubbing against your skin 
and causing discomfort

  Soft elastic waistband
  Removable impact-foam tailbone pad
  Minimum seams to reduce pressure points.
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

MOTO BOXER

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists 
in preventing safety equipment, such as a Knee 
Brace, from rubbing against your skin and causing 
discomfort

  Comfort Pads- Strategically placed Pads add an 
extra layer of comfort and protection in key areas.

  Soft elastic waistband
  Minimum seams to reduce pressure points
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

PADDED SHORT

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort for 
the user. Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air 
to flow unimpeded while still providing protection 
from abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists 
in preventing safety equipment, such as a Knee 
Brace, from rubbing against your skin and causing 
discomfort

  Soft elastic waistband
  Removable impact-foam tailbone pad
  Minimum seams to reduce pressure points.
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

VENTED SHORT

Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way StretchImpact Pads Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way StretchImpact Pads

Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way Stretch Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way StretchAir Mesh

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding 

  Ant-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as a knee brace, from rubbing against your skin and 
causing discomfort 

  Impact Pads - fully removeable, strategically placed Impact Pads add an extra layer of 
protection in key areas 

  Trac Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are strategically placed in key positions to help hold a Knee 
Brace or Knee Pad in place, limiting uncomfortable brace migration 

  Dual-layer fabric with an ultra-warm, brushed interior and a fast-drying exterior that keeps the 
wearer warm during cold weather rides 

  Boxer brief upper with soft elastic waistband. Designed with minimum seams to reduce 
pressure, with 3/4 pant length that integrates with moto sock to reduce layers in the boot 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

IMPACT 3/4 PANT

Anti-Caffe LayerMoisture Wicking4-Way Stretch Impact Pads Trac Grip

TUG
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  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding.

  Anti-chafe layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists 
in preventing safety equipment, such as a knee 
brace or roost guard, from rubbing against your 
skin and causing discomfort.

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SLEEVELESS

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch 
in all four directions, providing improved 
comfort for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding.

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed 
to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such 
as a Knee Brace or Roost Guard, from rubbing 
against your skin and causing discomfort.

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SHORT SLEEVE

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user. 

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding 

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as a Knee Brace or Roost Guard, from rubbing 
against your skin and causing discomfort 

  Cold Touch Fabric - Submerge the CTR Vest in water to activate the cold-capture molecules. 
This will reduce the fabric temperature up to 30 degrees, keeping the rider cool for several laps 
on the track 

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

CTR VEST
  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort for 
the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding.

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists 
in preventing safety equipment, such as a Roost 
Guard, from rubbing against your skin and causing 
discomfort.

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

LONGSLEEVE

Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way Stretch
Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way Stretch

Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way Stretch

Air Mesh

Air Mesh

Air Mesh

Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way StretchCold Touch Fabric

  Vented lycra with terrycloth sweatband
  Keeps sweat out of your eyes
  One size fits most

SWEAT BEANIE

Moisture Wicking Air Mesh

TUG

CTR VEST

SKIN
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Black Red GreyRed/Blue

FUSION SOCK
  Track Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are strategically placed in key positions to help hold a Knee Brace or Knee Pad in place, 
limiting uncomfortable brace migration

  Anti-Caffe Layer - Designed to fit between you and your protective gear, this feature prevents safety equipment, such as 
your Knee Brace, from rubbing against your skin and causing discomfort

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry and comfortable while riding
  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in all 4 directions, providing improved comfort for the user
  Reinforced heel and toe add durability
  Extends to lower thigh for added comfort under knee pad or brace
  Vented Lycra construction keeps you cool
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL

Trac Grip Anti-Caffe Layer Moisture Wicking 4-Way Stretch

socks

MX SOCKS

Justin Starling | Daytona SX  | Fusion Socks, Axis Sport

THE PERFECT
KNEE BRACE
COMPANION

The fusion sock is a favorite of many riders and it’s easy to see why. 
Vented moisture wicking fabric and silicone knee brace grippers ensure 
that your ride is comfortable and chafe free.
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Coolmax® Sock
Black

Moto Sock
Torino | Hi-viz Yellow/Red

Moto Sock
Circuit | Orange

Moto Sock
Circuit | Black

Coolmax® Sock
Red

Coolmax® Sock
Hi-viz

Moto Sock
Torino | Black/Grey

Moto Sock
Cosmic | Tiff Blue

Moto Sock
Cosmic | Dark Blue

Moto Sock
Cosmic | Black

SHORTY SOCKS
  Reinforced toe and heel
  Cotton blend
  Easy care

  Compression band at foot-arch provides better 
comfort and support

  Reinforced heel and toe add durability
  Extra tall for added comfort under knee protection
  Sizes: S/M (7-10), L/XL (10-13)
  80% Acrylic, 15% Polyamide, 5% Spandex

MOTO SOCK
  Material is antibacterial, breathable and moisture wicking
  Reinforced heel and toe add durability
  Extra tall for added comfort under knee protection
  Sizes: S/M (7-10), L/XL (10-13)
  65% Coolmax, 20% Cotton, 15% Polyamide

COOLMAX SOCK

Fabric made with COOLMAX® 
technology transports moisture 
away from the body to keep the 
wearer cool and dry, helping to 
optimize performance.

Shorty Sock
Grey/Black

Shorty Sock
Grey/White

socks
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  RMF - Reactive Memory Foam is soft and pliable in its natural state but 
hardens when force is applied to it, providing a protective barrier.

  Air Mesh - perforated fabric allows air to flow unimpeded while still 
providing protection from abrasion and sunlight. 

  Reinforced palm and thumb
  Silicone infused fingers
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

IMPACT

Reactive 
Memory Foam

Air Mesh

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow unimpeded while 
still providing protection from abrasion and sunlight. 

  Reinforced palm and thumb
  Silicone infused fingers provide increased grip
  Elongated cuff
  S, M, L, XL

AIR MX

Air Mesh

BLACK

GREY RED

Gloves

MX GLOVES

BUILT TO
TWIST
THROTTLES

Between pinning the throttle and feathering levers your hands take 
a beating on and off-road. Our gloves feature Reactive Memory 
Foam pads in all the right places to ease the punishment. Coupled 
with Breathable Air Mesh fabric, your digits stay cool, comfortable 
and cramp free.
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The Wrister Glove features an injection molded, shock-absorbing system 
that reduces hyperextension and compression related injuries. 

  Wrap-around wrist support
  Silicone infused fingers and palm provide increased grip
  RMF impact guards on knuckles
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

WRISTER

BLACK

RED

MX GLOVES

TORINO SEMANTIC

CIRCUIT COSMIC 

SPORT

  Silicone infused fingers provide increased grip
  Genuine leather thumb reinforcement
  TPR wrist-closure (Pro-Series Only)

  Reinforced palm
  TPR cuff-puller
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Gloves

PRO SERIES

SLIP ON
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  Provides compression and support and is ideal for a wide range of shoulder injuries.
  Adjustable arm closure design eliminates underarm chaffing
  Universal no snag design fits left and right shoulders
  Easy on / off design
  Breathable air mesh construction with TPR gripper pull-tabs
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SB02

  The X-Strap fits over the brace to provide additional compression support
  Designed for sports and activities to provide compression and support without 
limiting mobility

  Adjustable arm closure design eliminates underarm chaffing
  Universal no snag design fits left and right shoulders
  Easy on / off design
  Breathable air mesh construction with TPR gripper pull-tabs 
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SB03

Support

SUPPORT

AN INJURY IS
A DETOUR-NOT 
A ROADBLOCK

We know you want to get back on the bike as soon as possible post 
injury. That’s why our support gear is built to be worn while riding. 
Our braces provide compression while allowing a full range of motion, 
giving you the ability to recover on and off the track.

Kyle Peters | SB03, Revo 4, TUG, Fusion Socks
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  Designed for action sports to offer a layer of protection in addition to providing 
compression and support

  Heavy duty molded EVA shoulder cup with 1680D ballistic nylon
  Adjustable arm closure design eliminates underarm chaffing
  Universal no snag design fits left and right shoulders
  Easy on / off design
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SB04

  Designed to provide compression and support to both shoulders and is ideal for 
sports and activities

  Adjustable arm closure design eliminates underarm chaffing
  Universal no snag design fits left and right shoulders
  Easy on / off design
  Breathable, perforated, Velcro compatible, neoprene construction
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SB05

  Reinforced lower spine panel
  Dual pull Velcro adjustment system
  Channeled hex-foam for maximum ventilation and support
  Ergonomically designed to provide maximum support and mobility
  Improved low profile breathable construction.
  Perforated bio-foam core with TPR reinforcement providing lumbar support.
  Medical grade elastic provides superior compression. 
  TPR grip waist-strap adjusters.
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

BB1 CELTEK

  Lightweight, breathable construction.
  Perforated bio-foam main support with TPR reinforcement outriggers.
  Medical grade elastic provides superior compression.
  S, M, L, XL, XXL

BB1 CELTEK AIR

Support
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  Slip on design with elastic hook and loop closure 
  Full Ariaprene™ design that stabilizes the ankle with a 
breathable compression sleeve

  Articulated ankle flex inserts for added support and 
protection

  Dual webbing pull tabs for easy on and off
  Sizing: S, M, L, XL
  Sold individually, fits left or right ankle

AB07

  Slip-on design
  Elastic strap for added ankle stability
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL
  Sold individually, fits left or right ankle

AB14

  Sold individually, fits left or right ankle
  Slip-on design
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

AS06

  Sold individually
  Fits left or right wrist

WB03

  Wrap around design
  Size: One size fits most
  Sold individually, fits left or right wrist

WS91

  Dual-density plates add support while allowing full 
range of motion

  Sold individually, fits left or right wrist
  Size: One size fits most

WB01

  Reinforced compression sleeve with medial 
bilateral support straps

  Sold individually, fits left or right knee
  Provides compression for knee support & 
stability

  3mm neoprene open patella design for comfort
  Slip-on design
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XX

KS61

ANKLE STABILIZER

ANKLE STABILIZER

ANKLE SUPPORT

WRIST SUPPORT

WRIST SUPPORT

WRIST SUPPORT

KNEE STABILIZER
  Provides compression for knee support and 
stability

  Fully breathable stretch-mesh backing
  Gel inserts support either side of the knee
  Anti-slip gripper elastic
  Sold individually, fits left or right knee
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL

KS199
KNEE STABILIZER

Support



YOUTH

BIG PROTECTION
FOR YOUR LITTLE 
RIPPER
Designed to fit your child, the Bantam Roost 
Deflector offers all the protection of an adult roost 
guard sized for your little guy or gal.
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Low profile articulating roost deflector provides maximum upper body 
protection.

  Bio-foam Construction – An impact absorption material designed 
for comfort and breathability

  TPR Shield – A durable, pliable material designed to protect the 
chest and back from debris and impacts.

  Fit – Form fitting material and adjustable elastic strap allows for 
maximum comfort and fit.

  Size: Youth S/M, L/XL

BANTAM
  Cross Strap - An elastic cross body strapping system holds the 
Race Collar securely in place.

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior 
protection against debris and collisions.

  A Hi-tensile dual-density polyurethane core disperses impact 
energy

  Bio-foam liner provides extra comfort and impact absorption
  Lightweight and form fitting
  Rapid lock closure system for easy front entry
  Adjustable rear strut for a customized fit
  Sizes: Youth

R4
  Polyurethane core and ballistic nylon outer shell
  Low profile design
  Easy front entry system
  Removable / washable liner
  Sizes: Youth

R2
  Contains: Option Elbow Pads, Option Knee/Shin Pads, R2 Race 
Collar

  Sizes: Mini, Youth

SLAM COMBO
  Easily connects directly to most chest protectors
  Polyurethane core and ballistic nylon outer shell
  Easy front entry system
  Removable / washable liner
  Sizes: Youth

R3SLAM COMBO PLUS
  Contains: Option Elbow Pads, Option Knee/Shin Pads, R2 Race 
Collar, and Bantam roost deflector

  Sizes: Mini, Youth

YOUTH
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FURY

Matte Black Matte White

PINNER

Hi-Viz Blue Matte Black

WORKS

Black, Orange & White Blue, Hi-Viz Matte, Grey & Black Pink, White, Black

  Airprene Construction - Designed as orthopedic 
support for athletes to aid in performance or rehab. 

  PolyCentric Hinge - The PolyCentric hinge features 
strategically designed pivot points to provide a more 
accurate approximation of knee movement, providing 
the rider with a more natural feel while riding.

  Single Hyperextension Lockout - This is a 
component in the hinge designed to prevent 
hyperextension, the most common knee injury in 
action sports.

  Removable Knee Cups - Impact armor cups are 
removable provide dual usage in performance riding 
and recovery. 
Moisture Wicking Bio Foam Liner - This 
antimicrobial liner provides soft cushion-like support.

  Dual Nylon Strap System - The SX01 uses a two-
point nylon strapping system to secure the knee 
brace firmly to your leg. Each strap is strategically 
placed and designed to function independently from 
each other.

  Sold individually
  Sizes: Youth

SX01

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  RMF - Reactive Memory Foam is soft and pliable in its 
natural state but hardens when force is applied to it, 
providing a protective barrier.

  Polyflex Shin Guard - A form fitting polymer material 
provides added protection to the shins.

  KS199 Knee Sleeve - An inner sleeve provides the 
knee additional support and stability.

  Trac Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are strategically 
placed in key positions to help hold a Knee Pad in 
place, limiting uncomfortable brace migration.  

  Molded bio-foam upper for increased impact 
protection

  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: Youth

TP199

The best-selling and cost conscientious knee pad 
of choice.

  Hard molded polypropylene shell
  Perforated bio-foam liner for increased 
breathability

  Full knee to shin coverage
  Reinforced TPR hinge system
  Asymmetric design provides anatomical fit for left 
and right leg

  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: Mini, Youth

OPTION

Proven elbow protection at a great price point.
  Hard molded polypropylene shell
  Perforated bio-foam liner for increased 
breathability

  Tri-Y forearm strapping system provides 
increased support and reduces migration

  Extended forearm protection pad
  Asymmetric design provides anatomical fit for 
left & right arms

  Sold in pairs
  Sizes: Mini, Youth

OPTION

KNE EPAD

ELBOW PAD

 Hi-Viz White

 Hi-Viz White

KNEE BRACE  Lightweight injection molded polycarbonate shell: 1210 grams
  Plush comfort liner
  Removable and washable moisture wicking cheek pads
  Optimized air flow mouthpiece
  Fully compatible with all neck braces 
  Large eye port for maximum viewing spectrum
  Fully adjustable vented visor 
  Soft hand dual cinch retention strap
  DOT or ECE certified
  Sizes: S, M, L

T3 HELMET

DOT & ECE
C E RT I F I E D

Our T3 Helmets exceed the U.S. Department 
of Transportation (DOT) Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 218 as well 
as Economic Commission for Europe safety 
standard ECE 22.05

KNEE PAD

YOUTH

Black, Red & White
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  Flow Vents  - Exterior venting provides additional air circulation.
  Modularity - A modular design allows for different configurations depending on 
the user’s preferences.

  Pivot System - The two-piece chest plate articulates with the rider’s lateral lean 
to provide enhanced fluid movement and a comfortable, snug fit.

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions.

  Flyte Liner - A grid of impact dampening pads lifts the protective gear off the 
skin, allowing for increased air flow.

  Lightweight, ventilated, high-impact polypropylene construction.
  Fully adjustable design to comfortably fit a wide range of riders. 
  Wrap-around body and rib coverage. 
  Meets CE 1402-1 standards for roost deflection. 
  Meets CE 1621-1 standards for back impact protection. 
  Sizes: Small

F2

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions.

  Modularity - A modular design allows for different configurations depending on 
the user’s preferences.

  Designed to be worn above or under the jersey.
  Click-Tec front closure system ensures adjustability and secure fit
  Plush bio-foam liner
  Size: S/M

F1

CE - 1621-1
CE - 1402-1Black White

Black White

  Flow Vents - The grid style air vents provide additional air circulation to help 
regulate your core temperature.

  Modularity - The modular design allows for a variety of configurations with 
removable shoulder and back guards to fit your preferences.

  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions.

  Interior Padding - Molded cross-link bio-foam interior serves as a shock 
absorbing barrier.

  Back Plate - Three panel back plate articulates with your body’s movement.
  Fitting - Fully adjustable fit to provide protection for riders of all sizes.
  Sizes: S/M

REV0 5

  Flow Vents - Exterior venting provides superior air circulation.
  Impact Shield - High-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions.

  Interior Padding - Molded cross-link bio-foam interior serves as a shock 
absorbing barrier.

  Fitting - Fully adjustable fit to provide protection for riders of all sizes.
  Sizes: S/M

REVO 4

Black White

Black White

YOUTH
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  Lightweight, durable polycarbonate construction
  Ventilated design for maximum breathability
  Low profile, lightweight design
  Full chest and spine coverage 
  Adjustable front and back panels
  Neck brace compatible
  Sizes: Small

VEX

Black
White Clear

  Flow Vents - Exterior venting provides superior air circulation.
  Impact Shield - high-impact tested polymer provides superior protection 
against debris and collisions.

  Removable Sleeves (Adult sizes only) - On-the-fly removable sleeves provide 
versatility in varying climates.

  Kidney Belt (Adult sizes only) - Provides lower back support and added stability.
  Side-zip design allows for full roost protection
  Hard plastic chest, back, arm and shoulder protection
  Full torso and elbow protection
  Full articulating spine protection that moves with you
  Lightweight ballistic fabric with mesh stretch panels provide superior fit
  S, M, L

COMP SUIT
  Reinforced lower spine panel
  Dual pull Velcro adjustment system
  Channeled hex-foam for maximum ventilation and support
  Ergonomically designed to provide maximum support and mobility
  Improved low profile breathable construction.
  Perforated bio-foam core with TPR reinforcement providing lumbar support.
  Medical grade elastic provides superior compression. 
  TPR grip waist-strap adjusters.
  Sizes: Small

BB1 CELTEK

YOUTH
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  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding.

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed 
to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as a 
Roost Guard, from rubbing against your skin and 
causing discomfort.

  Sizes: M, L

SLEEVELESS
  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding.

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed 
to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as 
a Roost Guard, from rubbing against your skin 
and causing discomfort.

  Sizes: M, L

SHORT SLEEVE
  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in all four 
directions, providing improved comfort for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material pulls 
water off the skin allowing you to stay dry and 
comfortable while riding.

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists in 
preventing safety equipment, such as a Roost Guard, 
from rubbing against your skin and causing discomfort.

  Sizes: M, L

LONGSLEEVE

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry 
and comfortable while riding

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed 
to fit between you and your protective gear. It 
assists in preventing safety equipment, such as 
a Knee Brace or Knee Pad, from rubbing against 
your skin and causing discomfortImpact Pads- 
Strategically placed Impact Pads add an extra 
layer of protection in key areas.

  Soft elastic waistband
  Minimum seams to reduce pressure points
  Sizes: M, L

IMPACT SHORT
  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort 
for the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material pulls 
water off the skin allowing you to stay dry and 
comfortable while riding

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists 
in preventing safety equipment, such as a Knee 
Brace or Knee Pad, from rubbing against your skin 
and causing discomfort

  Comfort Pads- Strategically placed Pads add an 
extra layer of comfort and protection in key areas.

  Soft elastic waistband
  Minimum seams to reduce pressure points
  Sizes: M, L

PADDED SHORT

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all four directions, providing improved comfort for 
the user.

  Air Mesh - Perforated fabric allows air to flow 
unimpeded while still providing protection from 
abrasion and sunlight. 

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material pulls 
water off the skin allowing you to stay dry and 
comfortable while riding

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists 
in preventing safety equipment, such as a Knee 
Brace or Knee Pad, from rubbing against your skin 
and causing discomfort

  Soft elastic waistband
  Removable impact-foam tailbone pad
  Minimum seams to reduce pressure points.
  Sizes: M, L

VENTED SHORT Black Red

GreyRed/Blue

FUSION SOCK
  Track Grip - Sticky silicone grippers are 
strategically placed in key positions to help hold 
a Knee Brace or Knee Pad in place, limiting 
uncomfortable brace migration

  Anti-Chafe Layer - This product is designed to fit 
between you and your protective gear. It assists 
in preventing safety equipment, such as a Knee 
Brace or Knee Pad, from rubbing against your 
skin and causing discomfort

  Moisture Wicking - Moisture wicking material 
pulls water off the skin allowing you to stay dry and 
comfortable while riding

  4-Way Stretch - Allows for a degree of stretch in 
all 4 directions, providing improved comfort for 
the user

  Reinforced heel and toe add durability
  Extends to lower thigh for added comfort under 
knee pad or brace

  Vented Lycra construction keeps you cool
  Size: Youth

YOUTH
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  Lightweight thermoplastic shell: 1587 grams
  RAM air cooling system
  Adjustable mouth intake port
  Scratch and fog resistant shield
  Internal EPS ventilation channels
  Removable/washable moisture-wicking comfort liner
  Clear, mirror and smoke shield available
  Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

VENTURE HELMET

SOLID WHITE

ARISE WHITE ARISE BLACKMATTE BLACKDOT & ECE
C E RT I F I E D

Our Venture helmets exceed the U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DOT) Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 218 
as well as Economic Commission for Europe 
safety standard ECE 22.05

venture

VENTURE

BUILT
FOR BOTH
WORLDS

Designed for those who like to cruise the streets during the week and 
hit the trail on the weekends.  The Venture helmet has the visor you 
expect with a moto helmet and the breathability and comfort you need 
for the streets.



STREET

OWN THE
STREETS
Slam into 5th and open then throttle knowing that EVS Street gear has 
you covered at any speed. Genuine high-grade leather, carbon fiber 
impact reinforcement and timeless styling keep you safe and confident 
while you’re out tearing up asphalt.

SINCE

1985
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  Vented and lightweight air mesh upper 
provides breathability and comfort.

  Ergonomic finger construction offers an 
excellent fit.

  Abrasion resistant leather patch palm.
  Impact resistant molded foam knuckle.
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

VALENCIA

  Made from highly abrasion resistant premium-grade leather
  Thumb and index fingertips are touch screen compatible.
  Lightweight air mesh provides breathability and comfort.
  Ergonomic finger construction offers an excellent fit.
  Abrasion resistant leather patch palm.
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

NYC

  Thumb and index fingertips are touch 
screen compatible.

  Breathable leather and mesh construction.
  Leather padded palm with engineered 
textured high-grip abrasion resistant pads.

  Ballistic-wrapped carbon fiber knuckle 
provides maximum impact protection.

  Molded padding provides finger 
protection.

  Airprene cuff with adjustable TPR closure.
  S, M, L, XL, XXL

ASSEN

  Made from highly abrasion resistant premium-grade leather
  Reactive Memory Foam impact protecting knuckle
  Double-layer impact dampening palm
  Stretch accordion leather panels for increased flexibly and comfort
  Short cuff design with Velcro TPR wrist closure 
  Touch screen compatible thumb and index fingertips
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

COMPTON

  Genuine leather reinforcements on the 
palm, saddle, fourchettes and fingertips 
provide durability and comfort

  EVA padded palm provide impact and 
vibration absorption

  TPR knuckle impact protection
  Embossed airprene comfort cuff
  Thumb and index fingertips are touch 
screen compatible.

  TPR wrist closure
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

ENFORCER

  Lightweight air mesh provides 
breathability and comfort

  Ergonomic finger construction offers 
excellent fit

  Synthetic suede palm provides tactile feel
  Leather palm reinforcements provide 
abrasion resistance

  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

LAGUNA AIR

BLACK

BLACK

GREY

BLACK

BROWN

BLACK

WHITE

BROWN

BLACK

BROWN

GREY

BLACK

Street
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  Full articulating spine protection that moves with you
  Adjustable shoulder straps
  Adjustable kidney belt
  Foam impact chest protection
  Low-profile design fits under most jackets
  Re-engineered chest plate provides maximum airflow
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL

SPORT VEST TOURING VEST
  Ultra-bright Hi-Viz
  High visibility reflective paneling with reflective graphics
  Coated and super-breathable nylon oxford cloth
  Designed to military PPE visibility requirements
  Transparent vinyl ID chest patch pocket
  Adjustable Velcro side waist tabs
  Front pocket with zippers
  Drop tail and over-jacket rider fit
  Mesh lining
  Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL

HI-VIZ

BLACK

  Perforated leather panels increase airflow 
  Removable Reactive Memory Foam elbow and 
shoulder pads

  Reflective black piping integrated into back and 
sleeve seams

  Insulated and quilted liner 
  Reinforced elbow and shoulder panels 
  Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL

COMPTON

  Waxed cotton with inset genuine leather panels
  Removable Reactive Memory Foam elbow and 
shoulder pads

  Reflective black piping integrated into back and 
sleeve seams

  Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL

COMPTON
  Highly abrasion-resistant faux-leather
  Accordion stitched side flex panels
  Drop tail and over-jacket rider fit 
  Insulated quilted liner
  Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL

COMPTON VEST

BLACK
BROWN

  Perforated leather panels increase airflow 
  Removable Reactive Memory Foam elbow and 
shoulder pads

  Reflective black piping integrated into back and 
sleeve seams

  Insulated and quilted liner 
  Reinforced elbow and shoulder panels 
  Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL

COMPTON
LEATHER JACKET LEATHER JACKET

TEXTILE JACKET

Street
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Explore with confidence while wearing the SV2 Pro Trail Vest. Constructed from ballistic nylon and 
high-density impact polymers, the SV2 is the perfect combination of comfort and protection. 

  Durable ballistic nylon outer shell
  Puncture resistant panels with impact protection
  Internal armor plating provides lightweight, all-over protection
  Recco Rescue System
  Hi-Viz reflective overlays keep you visible in low-light conditions
  Built-in kidney belt for lower torso protection
  Removable fleece lined and water repellent collar
  Ignition kill tether attachment 
  Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

SV2 PRO TRAIL VEST

SNOW

SNOW

BACKCOUNTRY
PEACE OF
MIND

The SV2 Trail Vest Pro has everything you need to stay safe on your 
snowmobile. A puncture resistant construction, Recco Rescue System, 
and reflective overlays will give you the confidence you need to tear up 
the backcountry.
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  Reinforced palm and thumb
  Fleece comfort liner
  Silicone fingers provide increased grip
  Water resistant Hypora® inner membrane
  Sizes: S, M, L, XL

YETI GLOVE

BLACK

HI-VIZ YELLOW ORANGE

The SV1 Race Vest is a race ready snow vest that covers all the bases. It’s equipped with the 
RECCO Avalanche Rescue System and its modular design allows the shoulder and tail pads 
to be removed. The SV1 Race Vest conforms to all ISR racing guidelines. 

  Hi-Viz materials meets racing requirements
  Durable ballistic nylon outer shell construction
  Embossed bio-foam exterior panels for increased roost and impact protection
  Recco Rescue System
  Adjustable / removable arm guards
  Adjustable / removable padded tail
  Ignition kill tether attachment
  Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

SV1 RACE VEST SV1 TRAIL VEST
Explore in confidence with the SV1 Trail Vest. Constructed from ballistic nylon and high-
density impact polymers. 

  Durable ballistic nylon outer shell
  Puncture resistant armor with impact protection
  Hi-Viz reflective overlays keep you visible in low-light conditions
  Removable fleece lined and water repellent collar
  Ignition kill tether attachment
  Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

A must have for winter and cold weather conditions. 

  Helps eliminate goggle fog. 
  Secured in place through chin strap and Velcro attachment.
  Molded nose for custom fit. 
  Designed for the T5 Helmet (fits most helmets with minor modification)

BREATH DEFLECTOR

SNOW
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FLEX-FIT HATS

ADJUSTABLE HATS

Coordinate
Grey

Coordinate
Black

Status
Grey

Status
Black

Corporate
Camo

Corporate
Black

The Goods
Camo

The Goods
Black

Torino
Black

Torino
Navy

Scrambler
Camo

Scrambler
Black

Tenure
Brown

Tenure
Black

Supply
Grey

Supply
Camo

Corporate
Grey

Corporate
Blue

Corporate
Red

Corporate
Black

Scrambler
Blue

Scrambler
Black

Status
Black

Status
Red

Supply
Black

Supply
Blue

Vet Track Hero
Green

Vet Track Hero
Red

Gear Head
Black

Gear Head
Grey

Coordinate
Green

Coordinate
Grey

Torino
Green

Torino
Blue

Swipe
Black

Swipe
White

The Goods
Black

The Goods
Blue

TEES

FLIP FLOPS
  EVS Flip Flops are your go-to footwear when 
you are on the track, beach, or poolside. 
These sandals use a lightweight rubber base, 
synthetic leather and feature our EVS logo.

Casuals

CASUALS

LOOK GOOD
ON AND OFF
THE BIKE
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FREIGHTER BAG
  Ballistic nylon shell with reinforced stitching
  Engineered polyurethane high abrasion resistant 
base material

  Plenty of pockets and padding to protect your gear
  Fold out changing mat
  Large easy roll wheels
  32” x 18” x 16”

HELMET BAG
  Ballistic nylon shell with reinforced stitching
  Engineered polyurethane high abrasion 
resistant base material

  Boot leather duffel straps & grip handles
  Padded sides with reinforced bottom  
  16” x 11.5” x 12”

BACKPACK
  Ballistic nylon shell with reinforced stitching
  Built in padded laptop compartment
  Padded back and straps
  Lots of zippers & pockets plus a secret stash pocket
  Padded back & shoulder straps keep the bag in place
  9” deep x 14” x 18”

KNEEBRACE BAG
  Fits all types of knee braces
  Sized for one pair of knee braces
  19” x 10” x 8

HELMET SLEEVE
  Designed for protecting your T5 or T3 Helmet

VANTAGE DUFFEL BAG
  Ballistic nylon shell with reinforced stitching
  Engineered polyurethane high abrasion 
resistant base material

  Approx Size: 11” x 20” x 10”

Gear Bags

GEAR BAGS

BAGS AS
TOUGH AS
YOUR GEAR
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RACING CANOPY
  Clear-Span center provides increased headroom
  Heavy duty footpads for stakes
  Easy slide push pin for quick lock release
  High-Strength end caps for greater durability
  Reinforced fabric top corners provide greater durability
  Leg toggles provide three levels of height
  Includes: Canopy top, Frame and rolling bag.

RAIN COAT UMBRELLA
  Waterproof 100% Nylon
  Lightweight, waterproof material provides 
water resistance with little weight

  Rain jacket funnel hood with drawstring
  Elastic cuffs help to keep clothes dry

  60” Doubled layered nylon canopy
  Auto open feature

PITBOARD
  Our pit boards are made of polyethylene 
making them extremely durable. 

  12” x 24” dry erase section that make 
communicating with your rider easy and 
effective. 

  Comes with a dry erase pen.

GRIP DONUTS
  Designed to soften thumb rub caused by a day of riding
  Reduces thumb shred
  Made from 3mm neoprene
  Colors: Black, Blue, Grey, Red, Yellow
  Sold in pairs

DRINK COOLER
  Our branded drink cooler keeps drinks cold 
when its warm at the track

RACE BANNER
  3 x 10 foot vinyl banner
  Durable vinyl material, for in or outdoor use
  Can be hung Vertical or horizontal
  Easily hang with optional grommets 

KEYCHAIN
  Branded keychain is a perfect addition to any 
key ring.

LANYARD
  Flat polyester webbing lanyard
  Metal clasp

APRON
  Great for grilling trackside
  14 pockets to hold everything you need

20 OZ TUMBLER
  Temperature retention for up to 24 hours
  No-sweat exterior
  Food grade stainless steel

Trackside

TRACKSIDE
SHOW YOUR
EVS LOVE
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PRODUCT DISPLAYS
HELMET STAND

FLOOR TUG DISPLAY

KNEE BRACE DISPLAY

MULTI PRODUCT DISPLAY

  Dimensions: 23.25” W, 20” D, 70.5” H
  12 Metal Slatwall hooks
  Easy assembly instructions included

EVS Sports Multi-product floor display is perfect 
for displaying all of your EVS Motocross or 
Street products! Constructed out of lightweight 
corrugated cardboard, this display comes with 12 
metal hooks that are adjustable, allowing for many 
different display options.

Our knee brace display is designed 
exclusively to show case our AXIS, Web 
Pro & RS9 Knee Braces.

  Free standing or slatwall compatible 
  14.5” x 19.5” x 12”

  Holds up to 16 helmets 
  Powder coated black
  Adjustable revealing feet for support and stability
  Can be de-constructed for easy shipment
  Large sturdy base

  Showcases entire TUG line
  Shipped flat with easy in store assembly
  Designed to fit as an end cap on 
standard retail aisles

  4. 22” x 12” x 56”

  Showcases select TUG products
  Shipped flat with easy in store assembly
  Designed for counter-top display
  14” x 12” x 27”

COUNTERTOP TUG DISPLAY

FLOOR COMPOUND COMPOUND HOOKS
  4”

  12”

  6”

  10”

  6”

  Large rolling floor display with 
modular options for hanging and 
displaying product

  31” x 24” x 76”

Merchandising

MERCHANDISING
MAKE YOUR
STORE P.O.P.
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SLATWALL GRAPHICS & ACCESSORIES

  Graphic header signs sized: 2’x3’

SLATWALL GRAPHICS

  4”

SLATWALL HOOKS

  12”

  6”

WATERFALL HOOKS
  5 Steps

  7 Steps

EVS HANGERS

WALL WRAP
  AVAILABLE in 2’, 4’, 6’, and 8’ configurations
  Customize your wall with EVS slat wall pattern

AXIS PRO
#AXISS-BK

# burly
# he18t5g-dkbu # he18t5g-gy # he18t5g-bk # he18t5g-w # he18t5eg-bk # he18t5eg-o # he18t5ev-bk # he18t5ev-ttnm # he18t5ev-w # he18t5f-bk

# he18t5f-bu

# he20t5s-bk # he20t5s-w # dshe18va-bk # dshe18vs-bk # dshe18va-w # dshe18vs-w

# h16t5p-bkhvy # h16t5p-buw # h16t5p-mbkw # h16t5p-ow # h16t5p-rw # he18t5c-bk # he18t5c-cop # he18t5c-dkbu # he18t5c-tfbu

# optk16-w # optk16-hvy # opte16-bk # opte16-w # opte16-hvy
# optak-bk-a # optae-bk-a # kgl # egl # lkg # leg

#AXISS-BK/COP # webpro # rs9-bk # sx02 # sx01 # tp1999k-bk # tp199lk-bk # epic-k # epic-e
optk16-bk

AXIS SPORT WEB PRO RS9 SX02 SX01 TP199 TP199 LITE EPiC KNEE EPIC ELbow Option knee
# Black

KNEE BRACES

Option knee
white

Option knee
hi-viz

option elbow
black

option elbow
white

option elbow
hi-viz

Option air knee option air elbow glider knee glider elbow glider lite knee glider lite elbow

burly elbow t5 Grappler
matte dark blue

t5 Grappler
Grey

t5 Grappler
Black

t5 Grappler
matte white

T5 egon
black

T5 egon
orange

t5 eviloution
black

t5 eviloution
matte titanium

t5 eviloution
matte white

t5 fink
matte black

MX HELMETS

t5 fink
matte Blue

t5 Solid
MATTE Black

t5 Pinner
Hi-Viz

t5 Solid
White

t5 Pinner
Blue

t5 Pinner
matte black

t5 Pinner
orange

t5 Pinner
Red

t5 Cosmic
black

t5 Cosmic
copper

t5 Cosmic
dark blue

t5 Cosmic
matte tiffany blue

KNEE & ELBOW PROTECTION

Venture Arise
black

venture solid
black

venture arise
white

venture solid
white

DUAL SPORT HELMETS

$395

$35.70
$114.45 $103.95 $103.95 $114.45 $103.95 $103.95 $103.95 $114.45 $114.45 $114.45

$114.45

$114.95 $103.95 $145.95 $145.95 $145.95 $145.95

$114.45 $103.95 $114.45 $103.95 $103.95 $103.95 $103.95 $103.95 $114.45

$23.10 $23.10 $23.10 $23.10 $23.10
$72.45 $51.45 $51.45 $40.95 $51.45 $35.70

$289 $425 $183.75 $135.45 $114.45 $103.95 $78.75 $93.45 $51.45
$23.10
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# h16t3f-mbk

# RV4-W

# kba19-bk # sb05

# wb01 # ws91bk # sv1r # sv1t # sv2t # helmetbd

# KBC19-BK # ab07 # as06bk # as14bk # ks61bk # ks199-bk # sb02bk # sb03bk # sb04

# RV4-BK

# VEX-W # VEX-BK # VEXBK # ban-20k
# ballisticp-bk # COMPS-BK # COMPS-BK-Y # g7-bk # g7lite-bk

# r4-bk # 112053-0110 #112046-0109 # f2-w # f2-bk # 412300-01 #412300-02 # rv5-w # RV5-BK

# h16t3f-mw # h16t3p-bkvy # h16t3p-buw # h16t3p-mbkw # h16t3w-bkwr # h16t3w-buhvy # h16t3w-mgymgnbk # h16t3w-owbk # h16t3w-pwbk

MX YOUTH HELMETS

r4
black

r3
hi-Viz

r2
hi-Viz

F2
White

f2
Black

f1
white

f1
black

revo 5
white

revo 5
black

RACE COLLARS ROOST DEFLECTORS

ROOST DEFLECTORS BALLISTIC JERSEY

SNOW

t3 FURY
MATTE BLACK

T3 FURY
matte WHITE

T3 PINNER
Hi-Viz

t3 Pinner
Blue

T3 Pinner
matte black

t3 WORKS
BLACK/WHITE/RED

t3 WORKS
BLUE/HI-VIZ/YELLOW

t3 WORKS
Matte Grey/GREEN

t3 WORKS
Orange/WHITE/BLACK

t3 WORKS
Pink/WHITE/BLACK

revo 4
white

revo 4
black

vex
white

vex 
Black

vex
Clear

Bantam Youth
Black

SOFT BALLISTIC PRO

SV1R

g7

SV2T

g7 lite

breath deflector

Comp suit Comp suit Youth

SV1T

AIR BELT BB01 CELTEK Belt ab07 as06 as14 ks61 ks199 sb02 sb03 sb04

SUPPORT

sb05

wb01 ws91

$94.50

$82.95

$30.45 $82.95

$25.20 $11.55 $262.50 $210 $315 $13.60

$39 $40.95 $9.45 $16.80 $31.50 $30.45 $47.25 $57.75 $68.25

$82.95

$93.45 $93.45 $93.45 $42
$198.45 $145.95 $124.95 $229 $208.95

$135.45 $52.50 $47.25 $145.95 $145.95 $103.95 $103.95 $103.95 $103.95

$94.50 $94.50 $94.50 $94.50 $94.50 $94.50 $94.50 $94.50 $94.50

coolmax
hi-viz

coolmax
red

Shorty Sock
Black

coolmax
Black

Shorty Sock
GREY

Torino
Blue/Red

Torino
Hi-viz/Red

Semantic
Black

Semantic
white

Cosmic
Dark Blue

Cosmic
Tiffany Blue

Cosmic
Black

Circuit
Tiffany Blue

Circuit
Black

Sport
Red

Sport
Orange

Sport
Black

Sport
Hi-Viz

Impact
Black

Impact
Grey

Impact
Red

Yeti
Black

Yeti
Hi-Viz

Circuit
Dark Grey

MX GLOVES

Yeti
Orange

Wrister
Black

Wrister
Red

AIR MX
Black

Torino
Grey

padded short vented Short moto boxer long sleeve long sleeve
# winter rated

short sleeve sleeveless ctr vest

Impact vest sweat  Beanie
Black

Fusion Socks
Black

fusion Socks
Red

fusion socks
Blue

fusion socks
grey

circuit
black

circuit
Orange

Cosmic
Black

Cosmic
Dark Blue

cosmic
tiffany blue

torino
black/grey

torino
Red/Hi-Viz

MX SOCKS

TUG BASE LAYER

# gb beanie # fsn-hiviz

# msockt-bk/gy

# gl18ps-w

# gl18l-bk # GL18I-GY # GL18I-R # GL18I-BK # gl18y-hiviz # GL18Y-O # GLWRBK # glwrd # gl19a-bk

# gl18soco-dkbu # gl18soco-tfbu # gl18soco-18 # gl18soci-dkgy # gl18soci-tfbu # gl18soci-bk # gls-r # gls-o # gls-bk # gls-hv

# MOSOCKT-HIVIZ/R # m-sockCmhv # m-sockCmr # m-sockCMB # shsockbk # shsock-gy # gl18pt-bu/r # gl18pt-hiviz # gl18pt-bk/gy # gl18ps-bk

# fsn-hiviz/r # fsn-bu/r # fsn-bk/gy # msockcI-bk # msockcI-O # msockco-bk # msockco-dkbu # msockco-tfbu

# TUGBOTPAD-BK # TUGBOTVENT-BK # TUGBOTMBOX-BK # TUGTOPLS-BK
TUGTOPWLS-BK

# TUGTOPSS-BK # TUGTOPNS-BK # TUGTOPCTRV-BK

# TUGTOPIV-BK

$16.80 $21 $21 $21 $7.95 $7.95 $36.75 $36.75 $36.75 $36.75

Impact short
# TUGBOTIMP-BK

IMPACT 3/4 PANT IMPACT 3/4 PANT
Winter Rated# TUGBOTIMP3-BK

# TUGBOTWIMP3-BK

$12.60 $33.60

$16.80

$36.75

$42 $42 $42 $42 $42 $42 $51.45 $51.45 $21  

$27.30 $27.30 $27.30 $27.30 $27.30 $27.30 $22.05 $22.05 $22.05 $22.05

$36.75 $36.75 $36.75 $16.80 $16.80 $16.80 $16.80 $16.80

$49.35 $42 $31.50 $47.25
$63

$42 $36.75 $52.50

$82.95

$57.75$95.45
$103.95
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Compton vesttouring vest Compton Jacket
Leather Black

sport vest
black

Compton Jacket
Leather Brown

Compton Jacket
Textile

sport vest
hi-viz

assen
black

assen
brown

compton
black

compton
brown

enforcer
black

enforcer
grey

laguna air
black

laguna air
grey

nyc
black

nyc
white

valencia
black

valencia
grey

Corp
Navy

Gear Head
Black

Torino
OD

Scrambler
Navy

status
Red

The Goods
black

Corp
Grey

Gear Head
Grey

Torino
Navy

Scrambler
Black

STatus
Black

The Goods
Navy

swipe
Black

Corp
Red

Jobsite
Black

Vet Track
Red

Coordinate
OD

Supply
Navy

Supply
Black

swipe
ivory

Corp
Black

Jobsite
Navy

Vet Track
green

Coordinate
Grey

Torino
Grey

STREET

T-SHIRTS

# ssv19-bk # SGL19A-BK

#SGL19NYC-W

# t18gear-bk

#t18vet-gr #t18goods-bk # t18goods-bu

#t18gear-gy #t18job-bk #t18job-bu

# t18supp-bu # t18supp-bk #t18swipe-bk #t18swipe-i #SGL19NYC-W #SGL19NYC-W #SGL19NYC-W #SGL19NYC-W

# SGL19V-BK # SGL19V-GY # 612103-0102 # 612103-0102 # 612103-0102

# 612103-0102 # T18scram-bu # T18STAT-R# t18scram-bk # T18STAT-bk # t18coor-gr # t18coor-gy

# SGL19A-BNBK # sgl18cl-bk # sgl18cl-bn

# sgl18e-bk # sgl18e-bn # sgl19l-bk # sgl19L-GY # sgl19NYC-bk

# ssv19-hv
# stourv-hiviz # scompv-bk

# scomplJ-bk # scomplJ-bn # scompj-bk
$135.45 $47.25

$57.50

$26.25

$26.25 $26.25 $26.25

$26.25 $26.25 $26.25

$26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25

$36.75 $36.75 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25

$26.25 $26.25 $26.25$26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25

$47.25 $68.25 $68.25

$47.25 $47.25 $26.25 $26.25 $57.50

$135.45
$63 $198.45

$418.95 $418.95 $261.45

SLat Wall Graphic
EVS Logo

SLat Wall Board
Moto 1

SLat Wall Board
Moto 2

SLat Wall Board
The Original

SLat Wall Board
Street 1

SLat Wall Board
Street 2

Slatwall graphic

MERCHANDISING

# dis-evssign # DIs-Dirt31sign # DIs-Dirt80sign # DIs-TOPGCsign # DIs-STRTlegssign # DIs-STRTBACKsign
# DIS-SWSTICKER

$40

Coordinate
Black

Coordinate
Heather Grey

Corp
Black

Corp
Multi-cam

The Goods
Black

The Goods
Multi-Cam

Scrambler
Black

Scrambler
CAMO

Status
Black

Status
Grey

Supply
Camo

HATS

# h19co-bk # h19co-gy # h19cp-bk # h19cp-cm # h19gd-bk # h19gd-cm # h19sc-bk # h19sc-cm # h19sg-bk # h19st-gy # h19su-bk
$26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25

backpack kneebrace bag freighter bag helmet bag vantageSupply
Heather Grey

Tenure
Black

Tenure
lODen

Torino
Black

Torino
Blue

Sandal

# h19su-gy # h19te-bk # h19te-ln # h19to-bk # h19to-ny
# fw19flp-bk # bpack # bbag # freighter # hbag # vantage

$26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25 $26.25
$30.45 $61.95 $30.45 $166.95 $40.95 $72.45

GEAR BAGS

Floor Compound TUG Display Mini TUG

Helmet Display

Multi-Merch Display

Knee brace Slat wall Banner Hangers Floor Hooks
6”

Floor Hooks
10”

# 912040-0199 # dis-tuglrg # dis-tugsml # MFD19

# gl18l-bk # dis-axispro # dis-swbanner-10x30 # dis-hanger
#dis-fldhooks-6 # dis-fldhooks-10

$787.50 $78.75 $36.75 $105

$367.50 $105 $21 $2.10
$4.20 $5.25

bottle openers lanyard pit apron pit board umbrellaracing canopy rain jacket trackside banner Grip donuts
multiple colors

origins koozie carb koozie

TRACKSIDE

# ez-up anopy # koozie-corp19 #koozie-goods19# rain # banner
# gd

# keyb # h19su-bk # apron # pitboard # umb09
$420 $2.65 $2.50$31.50 $21

$3.10
$2.10 $9.95 $36.75 $36.75 $26.25
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SNOW BODY ARMOR 
SV1 Race Vest
Size Weight
XS/S Under 63.5 KG Under 140 LBS
M/L 63.5-88.4 KG 140-195 LBS
XL/XXL 88.4 KG + 195 LBS +

SV1 Trail / SV2 Trail Pro Vest
Size Weight
XS/S Under 56.7 KG Under 125 LBS
M/L 56.7-79.4 KG 125-175 LBS
XL/XXL 79.4 KG + 175 LBS +

SOCKS  
Moto Sock / Coolmax® Sock / Shorty Sock / Fusion Sock
Size Shoe Size
Y Under 56.7 KG Fusion Sock only
S/M 7-10
L/XL 10-13

Sport Vest: CE Level 1 / Touring Vest
Size Chest Size
S/M 91.4-101.6 CM 36-40”
L/XL 101.6-112 CM 40-44”
XXL 117-127 CM 46-50”

SUPPORT GEAR  
Shoulder Support: SB05 / SB04 / SB03 / SB02
Size Chest Size
S 76-91 CM 30-36”
M 91-101 CM 36-40”
L 101-111 CM 40-44”
XL 111-121 CM 44-48”
XXL 121-132 CM 48-52”

Knee Support: KS61 / KS199
Size Mid Knee
S 30-34 CM 12-13.5”
M 34-38 CM 13.5-15”
L 38-42 CM 15-16.5”
XL 42-46 CM 16.5-18”
XXL 46-50 CM 18-19.5” KS61 Only

Kidney Belts: BB1 Celtek / BB1 Celtek  Air 
Size Waist Size
Y 61-71 CM 24-28” BB1 Only
S 71-81 CM 28-32”
M 81-91 CM 32-36”
L 91-96.5 CM 36-38”
XL 96.5-101.6 CM 38-40”
XXL 101.6-106.7 CM 40-42”

Ankle Support: AB07 / AS14 / AS06
Size Shoe Size
S 6-8
M 8-10
L 10-12
XL 12-14

GLOVES   
All Moto and Street Gloves
Size
S 18.2-18.8 CM 7 1/8-7 3/8”
M 18.8-19.4 CM 7 3/8-7 5/8”
L 19.4-20 CM 7 5/8-7 7/8”
XL 20-20.6 CM 7 7/8-8 1/8”
XXL 20.6-21.2 CM 8 1/8-8 3/8”

G7/G7 Lite / Comp Suit
Size Chest Size
S 76-84 CM 30-33”
M 84-91 CM 33-36”
L 91-99 CM 36-39”
XL 99-107 CM 39-42”
XXL 107-114 CM 42-45”
XXXL 114-123 CM 45-48” G7 and G7 Lite Only
XXXXL 123-130 CM 48-51” G7 and G7 Lite Only

BALLISTIC JERSEYS  

Ballistic Pro
Size Chest Size
S 76-84 CM 30-33”
M 84-91 CM 33-36”
L 91-99 CM 36-39”
XL 99-107 CM 39-42
XXL 107-114 CM 42-45”
XXXL 114-123 CM 45-48”

RACE COLLARS   
R4 / R3 / R2
Size Height Weight
Y Under 160 CM Under 5’3” Under 48 KG Under 105 LBS
A 160 CM + 5’3” + 48 KG + 105 LBS +

F1 / Revo 5 / Revo 4
Size Weight
S/M Under 57 KG Under 125 LBS
L/XL 57 KG + 125 LBS +

ROOST DEFLECTORS 
F2 / Vex
Size Weight
S Under 34 KG Under 75 LBS
M 34-63.5 KG 75-140 LBS
L 63.5-86.2 KG 140-190 LBS
XL 86.2 KG + 190  LBS + F2 Only

ELBOW PROTECTION   

Option
Size Height Weight
Mini 135 CM Under 4’6” Under 34 KG Under 75 LBS
Y 135-154 CM 4’6”-5’5” 34-52.2 KG 75-115 LBS
A 154 CM + 5’5” + 52.2 KG + 115 LBS +

Glider / Glider Lite
Size Height Weight
M Up to 157 CM Under 5’2” 22.7-49.9  KG 50-110 LBS
L 157-178 CM 5’2”-5’10” 49.9-81.6 KG 110-180 LBS
XL 178 CM + 5’10” + 81.6 KG + 180 LBS +

Epic
Size Height
S/M Under 152 CM Under 5’6”
L/XL 152 CM + 5’6” +

Burly
Size Height
S Under 152 CM Under 5’
M 152-173 CM 5’-5’8”
L 173 CM + 5’8” +

Size Mid Knee
Y 27-30 CM 10.5-12”   SX01 only
S 30-34 CM 12-13.5”
M 34-38 CM 13.5-15”
L 38-42 CM 15-16.5”
XL 42-46 CM 16.5-18”

SX01 / SX02

Web Pro / Axis Pro / Axis Sport / RS9
Size Calf Thigh
S 23-30 CM 9-12” 38-46 CM 15-18”
M 30-36 CM 12-14” 46-51 CM 18-20”
L 36-41 CM 14-16” 51-58 CM 20-23”
XL 41-46 CM 16-18” 58-66 CM 23-26”

KNEE BRACES   HELMETS   
T3 Youth
Size
S 18.5-18.9” 47-48 CM
M 19.3-19.7” 49-50 CM
L 20.1-20.5” 51-52 CM

Head Circumference

T5 / Venture
Size Hat Size
XS 6-6 3/8” 21.2-21.6” 53-54 CM
S 6 3/8-6 7/8” 21.7-22” 55-56 CM
M 7-7 1/8” 22.4-22.8” 57-58 CM
L 7 1/4-7 3/8” 23.2-23.6” 59-60 CM
XL 7 1/2-7 5/8” 24-24.4” 61-62 CM
XXL 7 3/4-8” 24.8-25.2” 63-64 CM

Head Circumference

Warranty
Every EVS product is covered by a one-year (from date of purchase) warranty 
on manufacturing defects when purchased new from an authorized EVS 
Dealer. eBay sellers and other sellers may not be considered authorized EVS 
dealer sellers. Warranties cover original manufacturing defects in material 
and/or workmanship, not normal wear and tear. All products covered by this 
EVS warranty program will be repaired or replaced. EVS headquarters will 
determine whether a product can be repaired or must be replaced. Products 
will be replaced with like or similar product size and model as those originally 
purchased. Can upgrade at additional cost. No downgrades or refunds. 
Customer must obtain a warranty return authorization number and must 
include it on the warranty return form when returning the product to EVS. 
The proof of purchase must be included with the return. All warranty returns 
must be sent to EVS Headquarters (California), postage prepaid. All product 
shipped to EVS Central (Wisconsin) will be refused and returned to sender. 
EVS will pay for regular ground rates costs for products repaired or replaced 
under warranty within the first year, when proof of purchase is provided. 
Customer is responsible for any express shipping charges above regular 
ground. When a product is in a backorder status, warranty replacements 
will be given priority when new product is received. Dealers should advise 
their customers to direct all warranty questions or problems directly to EVS 
Headquarters. The decision for all warranty issues must come from EVS 
Headquarters directly.

WARRANTY ON KNEE BRACES
One-year warranty (with proof of purchase). We will repair what is broken 
and ship back free of charge. After one year or no proof of purchase, repair 
prices are as follows:

One buckle replaced:  $10.00
All buckles replaced: $40.00 per brace
Knee cup /liner: $20.00 per brace
Complete refurbishment (including all d-rings, knee cup and hinge 
covers): $60 per brace
Shipping: $12.95 one brace / $17.95 two braces
Handling: $3.00 (required for residential shipping)

If there is no proof of purchase, or if it is over one year, a new knee brace 
must be purchased.  

EVS RETAIL & RIDER CUSTOMERS
Any EVS product may be returned within 30 days of date of purchase for a 
refund if purchased directly from EVS. Any unused (in new condition) product 
returned must be accompanied by a copy of the original invoice. There is no 
refund on original shipping and handling charges. A 20% restocking fee will 
be charged for products returned for refund. Products returned for credit 
toward a future purchase will not be charged a restocking fee. There will be 
no credit given on original shipping and handling charges. Freight will be 
charged on any subsequent purchase using the credit balance. If product 
was purchased elsewhere it should be returned to that dealer, unless there 
is a warranty or manufacturing issue. EVS will not process refunds for 
retail customers for items purchased elsewhere. Any EVS product may be 
exchanged within 90 days of date from purchase if received by EVS unused 
and in new condition. A shipping and handling fee will be charged. A return 
authorization (RA) number/form must be obtained before returning the 
product. A copy of the original invoice must be included with the return and 
return form. Contact EVS Sports at 262-788-7313 for an RA number/form.

DEALERS & DISTRIBUTORS
EVS products may be returned for a refund or credit as long as the product 
is unused, in new condition and can be restocked. Credit to be determined if 
the item is an older and/or discontinued style. A 20% restocking fee will be 
charged. Restocking fee will not be charged if a replacement PO is submitted 
to EVS Sports. Dealers with credit terms will have their account credited. 
Dealers with COD terms will have a credit put on their account. Dealers who 
pay by credit card will receive a refund on their credit card. Dealers are to 
handle all non-warranty returns and exchanges of merchandise for their 
customers. This includes size or product exchange. If EVS handles a size 
exchange instead of the dealer, the customer will pay shipping both ways. 
Other exchanges or returns will not be handled by EVS for Dealer customers.

TP199 & LITE Knee Guards
Size Height Weight
Y Up to 152 CM Under 5’ Up to 40.8 KG Under 115 LBS
S/M 152-178 CM 5’-5’10” 40.8-74.8 KG 115-165 LBS
L/XL 178 CM + 5’10” + 74.8 KG + 165 LBS +

Glider / Glider Lite
Size Mid Knee
S 30-34 CM 12-13.5”
M 34-38 CM 13.5-15”
L 38-42 CM 15-16.5”

Option
Size Height Weight
Mini Under 135 CM Under 4’6” Under 34 KG Under 75 LBS
Y 135-154 CM 4’6”-5’5” 34-52.2 KG 75-115 LBS
A 154 CM + 5’5” + 52.2 KG + 115 LBS + 

KNEE PROTECTION   
Epic
Size Height
S/M Under 5’6” Under 154 CM
L/XL 5’6” + 154 CM+

SIZE CHART &  WARRANTY
STREET BODY ARMOR  
Compton: Leather Jacket / Textile Jacket / Vest
Size US Size EU Size
M 38-40 50
L 40-42 54
XL 42-44 56
XXL 46-48 58

TUG BASE LAYER  

Tug Bottoms
Size Waist Size

(IN) / (CM)
Hip
(IN) / (CM)

S 29-32 / 73-81 35-37 / 88-96
M 32-35 / 81-89 37-41 / 96-104
L 35-38 / 89-97 41-44 / 104-112
XL 38-43 / 97-109 44-47 / 112-120
XXL 43-47 / 109-121 47-50 / 120-128
Y-M 25.5-27 / 65-69 29.5-31 / 74.5-79
Y-L 27-28.5 / 69-72 31-33.5 / 79-84

Tug Tops
Size Chest Size

(IN) / (CM)
Waist
(IN) / (CM)

S 29-32 / 73-81 35-37 / 88-96
M 32-35 / 81-89 37-41 / 96-104
L 35-38 / 89-97 41-44 / 104-112
XL 38-43 / 97-109 44-47 / 112-120
XXL 43-47 / 109-121 47-50 / 120-128
Y-M 27-29.5 / 69-75 25.5-27 / 69-75
Y-L 29.5-32 / 75-81.5 27-28.5 / 75-81

Measure the palm width around the 
widest point of your hand just below your 
knuckles. Then match that measurement 
to the appropriate glove size. 

Lift your arms up to the side and have 
your friend wrap the measuring tape 
under your armpits. Lower it until the 
tape is wrapped around the widest part 
of your chest. 

Measure calf and thigh circumference 
8” or 20cm above and below the center 
of knee

Using a cloth measuring tape, measure 
the circumference of your head at the 
point approximately one inch above 
the eyebrows in front, and at a point in 
the back of the head that results in the 
largest possible measurement.

HOW TO MEASURE

HEAD CHEST KNEE HANDS

Bantam
Size Age Range Weight
S/M 3-5 yrs 28-40lbs
L/XL 6-9 yrs 38-55lbs

Comp Suit Youth
Size Height Weight
S 112-132 CM 3’9”-4’4” 45-60 LBS
M 132-145 CM 4’4”-4’9” 60-75 LBS
L 145-160 CM 4’9”-5’3” 75-90 LBS




